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Research examining the influence of gender on criminal court trial
outcomes has indicated that female defendants are treated more

lenientry than male defendants. Explanations offered to account

for these findings reLate to paternalistic attitudes, perceptions

of the impulsiveness of crimes, beliefs about the probability of

future criminal action, and perceptions of danger and fear.

However, these hypotheses have not been empirically tested. The

present study examined the effects of sex of defendant, victim,

and juror on verdict and sentencing decisions. subjects, role-
praying as jurors, read one of four fictitious court transcripts
of a murder trial. The four versions of the transcript differed
only in terms of sex of the defendant and sex of the victim.

Results showed that although there r.¡ere no differences in verdict

decisions, male defendants received significantly longer sentences

than female defendants. Male and female subject-judges did not

differ in their decisions. sex of the victim of crime and

perceptions of the victim's actions did not have an influence on

verdict or sentencing decisions. Characteristics of the defendant

( i.e. , defendant responsibility, impulsiveness of the crime,

likelihood of rehabilitation, probability of future criminal

behavior, dangerousness, and fear evoked by the defendant) r+ere

found to be significant predictors of verdicts and sentences, bur

could not account for the differential treatment of male and

female defendants. Further research is necessary in order to
determine mediators of sex differences in sentencinq.

ÀBSTRACT



Equarity of treatment by raw is a fundamental principle of

the canadian criminal justice system. Equal rights are guaranteed

to alL canadian citizens by the canadian charter of Rights (1991,

section 15, subsection 1) which sEaEes:

Every individual is equar before and under the law and has

the right to equal protection and equal benefit of the law

without discrimination and, in particular, without

discrimination based on race, national or ethnic origin,
colour, religion, sexr ô9ê or mentar or physicar disabirity.

Thus, the personal characteristi-cs of an offender are, at reast in

theory, 1ega11y-irrelevant facLors in the processing of that

offender in the criminal justice system. Legar agents who work

within the criminal justice system are responsible for
guaranteeing the rights and freedoms of offenders.

In courtroom trials, iudges and jurors are the legal agents

responsible for determining justice in the cases before them.

under ideal judicial circumstances, iudges and jurors would enter

the courtroom free from prior opinions and biases, would weigh the

evidence rationally, and would arrive at a decision based strictry
on the facts of a case. Gíven these circumstances, variation in

the judgement of defendants would arise from regally-relevant

variables such as the seriousness of the charge, the number of

charges, and the strength of the evidence. However, empirical

investigations have indicated that circumstances are, to say the

Effects of Sex of Defendant and Victim on

Simulated Criminal Court Trial Outcomes
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least, less than ídeal in the courtroom, and researchers have Iong

been interested in identifying "extra-1ega1" factors that

influence judge and jury decisions. Research has shown that many

legally-irrelevant characteristics of the defendant can have

significant effects on trial outcomes. such characteristics

include: the sociar attractiveness of the defendant (Landy e

Àronson, 1969); the physical attractiveness of the defendant

(Siqa11 & Ostrove, 1975); the social respectability of the

defendant (Kruttschnitt, lgïz); and the race of the defendant

(ugwuegbu, 1979). Further complicating matters is the finding

that certain characteristics of the victim can also influence

judgement of the defendant. Victim characteristics that have been

found to affect judicial decisions are similar to those identified
in regard to the defendant, and include social attractiveness
(Landy & Àronson, 1969), respectability (reldman-summers &

Lindner, 1976; Jones & Aronson, 1973), and race (Ritchot & sande.

1990; ugwuegbu 1979). These studies further estabrísh the

importance of extra-1ega1 factors in infruencing judge and jury

decisions.

sex of the defendant is another legally-irrelevant factor

that should have no bearing on the treatment of a defendant during

the court triai procedure. section 28 of ihe canadian charter of

Rights (1991) states: "Notwithstanding anything in this charter

the rights and freedoms referred to in it are guaranteed equally

to male and fenale persons." Thus, males and females are

guaranteed equality before and under the la¡+, and equal protection
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and benefit of the law. However, contrary to the ideal of gender

equality, recent investigations have raised the possibility that
sex-based differences exist in the judiciat processing of criminal
defendants. The present study addressed the issue of gender

equarity in the courtroom by investigating the effects of sex of

the defendant on judicial decisions in criminal court trials, as

well as considering factors which may mediate these effects. The

influence of sex of the victim and juror also was examined in

order to gain a more comprehensive understanding of gender effects
in the courtroom. A review of the literature pertaining to sex of

the defendant, victim, and juror provides a basis for the present

study, as well as initial insight into the issues under

investigation.

Sex of the Defendant

A substantial amount of research has been conducted using

police and court records to determine whether sex of a defendanr

affects his or her treatment at various stages in the court trial
procedure. In one early study, Nagel and }leitzman (1971) employed

data compiled from county courts in all 50 states to examine how

femares are treated rerative to maLes in criminal court cases.

Drawing on cases in which the charge against the defendant was

either grand larceny or felonious assault, their comparisons

showed that females were more Iikely than males to be released on

bail prior to trial, to have their cases dismissed, and, if their
cases proceeded to trial, females were more likery to be

acquitted. if convicted, female defendants vrere more likelv to
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receive sentences of probation or suspended sentences. on the

basis of this evidence, NageJ. and Þjeitzman (1gii) concluded that

"women as litigants do not receive the same treatment that men

receive as litigants" (p. 197), These results suggest that, in
general, female defendants receive ress severe treatment in

criminaL court trials than do male defendants.

Other archival studies have also found evidence for a pattern

of lenient treatment of females in the courtroom. Females, as

compared to males, have been found to be more likely to remain

free prior to trial (Kruttschnitt, 1 994; Kruttschnitt ç Green,

1984; Kruttschnitt & Mccarthy, 1995), to receive less severe

verdicts (nritzer & uhlman, 1g7i; sHigert & Farrell , jgl7), to

receive lighter sentences if convicted (Frazier, Bock, & Henretta,

1983; Heilbrun, lgïz; Heilbrun & Heilbrun, 19g6; Kritzer & uhlman,

1977; Kruttschnitt, 1984; Mourds , i97g; Nage1, cardascia, & Ross,

1980; steffensmeier & Kramer, jgïz), and to be assigned shorter

parole periods (t¡ei1brun, 1gg2). These effects have been found

for offenses ranging in severity from drug 1aw violations (.,g.,
Kruttschnitt & Green, 1984) to homicide (u.g., Mourds , 197g;

Swigert & Farrell , 1977). Although these studies support the

notion of female favoritism in the courtroom, the resulLs of other

investigations indicate that females may not always receive

preferential treatment. For example, zingraff and Thomscn (19g4)

found that females received shorter sentences than mares in felony

cases (..g., second-degree murder, manslaughter, rarceny), but not

in misdemeanor cases (u.g., simple assault, writing bad checks).
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curran (1983) found that femares were given lighter sentences than

males when convicted of the same crimes, but there vlere no

differences in plea negotiations, decisions to prosecute, or

likelihood of conviction. In one of the few canadian studies in

this area, Hagan and o'Donnel (1978) reported small and consistent

differences in the severity of treatment received by males and

females at various stages in the judicial system; these

differences, however, v,ere not statistically significant. In

contrast to Nagel & I{eitzman (197j), they concluded that "past

belief in the lenient influence of sexual stereotypes on judicial

sentencing has to be re-examined" (Hagan & o'Donnel, jgig,
p. 318).

Research that has been conducted using police and court

records has produced a large body of data that, although mixed,

has been useful in assessing the extent to r+hich males and females

are treated equally in the courtroom. However, this type of

research is subject to certain problems that must be taken into

account when interpreting the findings. Àrchival research has

been criticized because some studies fail tc control for regally-
rerevant and/or Legally-irrelevant offense and offender

characteristics that may infLuence results (curran, 1993;

Kruttschnitt, 1984; Gruhl, Ì.te1ch, & Spohn , 1994; Nagel & Hagan,

1983; steffensmeier, 1980; Zingraff & Thomson, 19g4). legalIy-
relevant variables refer to such factors as offense seriousness,

number of charges, and prior record, whereas legally-irrelevant
variables include fhp r¡ce âc'Þ and economic status of the
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defendant. Most of Lhe studies that have drawn data from judicial
records did consider factors in addition to sex of the defendanu,

arthough the number and type of control variabres employed in the

analyses have varied. several investigations employed little or

no control (e.9., Heilbrun, 1gB2; Heilbrun & Heilbrun, 19g6;

Moulds, 1978; NageI & r.ieitzman, i9'i1 ; steffensmeier & Kramer,

1982), whereas others controlled for many offense and offender

characteristics (e.g., curran, '1983; Frazier et a1., l9g3; Kritzer
& uhlman, 1977; Kruttschnitt, 1gg4; Kruttschnitt & Green, .1gg4;

Kruttschnitt & Mccarthy, 1985; Nage1, cardascia, & Ross, 19g0;

zingraff & Thomson, 1984). The majority of studies in this area

have reported differences in the treatment of males and fenales in
criminal court regardless of such factors as offense seriousness.

prior record, and race and age of the defendant. Furthermore,

even with control for variables that were assumed to refrect
social and economic differences between males and females, such as

family composition and source of economic support, sex-based

differences r,¿ere stitl found in pretrial release and sentencing

decisions (Frazier et a1., 1983; Kruttschnitt, 19g4; Kruttschnitt
& Green, 1984; Kruttschnitt & Mccarthy, 1995). In generai, these

studies have shown that controrling for sociar and economic

variables reduces, but does not eliminate, the degree of sex-based

leniency in judicial decisions.

Experimental research has also been conducted to examine the

influence of sex of the defendant on judge and jury decisions.

stephan (1974) had subjects read a brief synopsis of a murder



trial in which the defendant was either a man or a woman who

murdered his or her spouse after the discovery of the spouse's

involvement in a love affair. when asked to render verdicts and

sentences, subjects in this study were more Iikely Lo find a

defendant of the opposite sex guilty than a defendant of the same

sex, indicating same-sex favoritism on the part of the subject.

No differences were found in terms of sentencing decisions.

Other experimental investigations have produced results

markedly different from those of stephan (j974), In a study by

steffensmeier (1977) , subjects v¡ere presented with a list of

offenses including murcier of spouse, resisting arrest, chiLd

beating, seduction of a minor, embezzrement, public drunkenness,

and shoplifting. subjects were told either that a male or a

female offender was found to be guilty of the crime in each case.

and that their task was to decide on an appropriate penalty for

the offender. Ì.Iith penalties ranging from absolute acquittal,
through various fines and jail terms, to execution, Steffensmeier

(1977 ) found that subjects tended to assign more lenient penalties

to femaie offenders. using the same offenses, steffensmeier and

Kramer (1982) compared the penarty assignments of three subject

samples: college students, prison inmates, and members of the

community. once again, male offenders were assigned harsher

penalLies than female offenders, and this pattern herd for all
three subjecl samples. steffensmeier and Kramer (1992) concluded:

While these findings offer support for the vierv of

preferential Lreatment of I''omen defendants, the data indicate
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that with the exception of a few offenses (".g., seduction of

a minor), the differences in sentencing of mar.e and female

defendants are likery to be quite small for any specific

offense. Preferential treatment of female defendants appears

to be consistent, though of small magnitude, and reratively

diffuse; that is, it cuts across most offense categories (p.

?q7)

However, in contrast to these findings, wear and pasewark (19g4)

found no differences in the sentencing decisions of mock judges on

the basis of sex of the defendant for the crimes of homicide,

embezzlement, fraudulent issuance of checks, and heroin

possession. Thus, the experimental research in this area, like
the archival research, has produced mixed results.

one of the major shortcomings of experimental studies in this
area is that subjects have been asked to assign penalties to

offenders on the basis of very 1ittle information. steffensmeier

(1977 ) and steffensmeier and Kramer (1g}z) presented subjects with

a brief paragraph of instructions indicating the sex and general

background of the offender in each case, and then presented a list
of offenses and requested subjects to assign penalties to the

offenders. similarly, tiear and pasewark (1984) presented cases in

a paragraph of a few sentences describing the crime and the sex of

the offender. These procedures lack realism in the sense that

subjects made decisions based on much less evidence than would be

available to a real judge or juror. stephan's (19:.4) study was

more realistic in that subjects were asked to read a two Daqe
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synopsis of a murder trial which provided background informatíon,

a description of the circumstances leading up to and surrounding

the crime, as well as the pleas of the attorneys in the case.

Àlthough the results of archival and experimental

investigations have been mixed, the bulk of the research seems to

indicate that femaLes receive preferential treatment, particularly

in terms of sentencing decisions. Reviewing the titerature in
this area, Nagel and Hagan (1983) concluded that "when court

oulcomes for nare defendants are compared with those meted out to

female defendants, females are more likely to receive the more

favorable outcomes" (p. 135). These authors added that "clearIy

the research on sentencing produces the strongest evidence for the

thesis that gender does affect courtroom outcome decisions and

that women receive preferential treatment" (Nagel & Hagan, 1983,

p. 134). Moulds (1978) reached the same conclusions, whire arso

pointing to one of the limitations of this research:

It is clear from the data that the criminal justice system

treats women substantially differentJ.y from the way in which

it treats men. It ís apparent that women receive gentler

handling than do men. This handling is pervasive regardless

of race, type of crime, or prior record. What the data do

not show is why this preferential treatment exists (p. 429).

The question that arises, then, is why female defendants are

treated differently from male defendants. several explanations

have been forwarded in an attempt to account for these

di f ferences.



Proposed Mediatinq Factors

One of the most frequently cited explanations for sex

differences in court trial outcomes is the "paternalism

hypothesis" (Gruhl, }relch, & spohn, 1984i steffensmeier j977).

Àccording to steffensmeier (1977), three interrelated factors

comprise the paternalism hypothesis: "chivalryr" "naiveter" and

"practicality." chivalry refers to the generally protective and

benevolent atLitudes toward women in our society, and naivete

represents the berief that females are less capable than males of

committing criminal acts (stetfensmeier, lgjj , 1 9g0; steffensmeier

& Kramer r lglz). steffensmeier (.1980) and steffensmeier and

Kramer (1982) argued that these tvlo factors are associated with

socially-defined conceptions of women as weaker, more passive, and

more dependent than men. Female offenders are therefore perceived

as being less responsible for, or less a cause of, their own

criminality than are male offenders, and less able to cope with

the physical and emotional stress of court proceedings and a

prison term. The third factor, practicarity, which is associated

with wcmen's traditional child-rearing ror.e, rerates to the

assumption that most female defendants have young children and

that harshly penalizing a mother disrupts the family and,

conseguently, places a burden on the rest of society. The

paternarism hypothesis suggests that these perceptions on the part

of judges anci jurors account for the 1ess severe treatment of

females in the courtroom.

Heilbrun (1982) and Heilbrun and Heirbrun (1996) have

10
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proposed another explanation for the the differential sentencing

of male and female defendants. Heilbrun (1982) conducted a study

in which impulsivity ratings of actual crimes committed by females

were compared to those committed by males. Heilbrun found that

viorent crimes committed by females (e.g., murder, mansì.aughter,

and assault) were more impulsive than the same crimes committed by

nales; however, nonviolent crimes committed by women (e.g., theft,
forgery, and drug offenses) were found to be ]ess impulsive, or

more premeditated, than was true for men. The initial rationale

behind this study was that if female crime is truly more impulsive

than male crime, then differential sentencing of male and female

defendants would be expected because premeditated crime is judged

more harshly in the legaÌ system than is impulsive crime. These

authors argued, then, that males are justifiably given sterner

sentences for crimes of violence because their violence is more

controlled and intentional; harsher sentencing of males simpLy

reflects the incidence of greater premeditation in male viorent

crime. However, this explanation cannot account for differential
sentencing in cases of nonviolent crimes in which females have

been found to be less impulsive than males.

Steffensmeier (1977, 1980) and Steffensmeier and Kramer

(1982) have al-so suggested that certain other perceptions of the

defendant may contribute to the more leníent sentencing of female

offenders. They have proposed, for example, that beliefs about

the defendant's potential for future criminality may affect

verdict and sentencing decisions. From this perspective, females
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receive less severe penalties because they are perceived as being

more amenable to rehabilitation and Iess likely to transgress in

the future than are male defendants. other factors that may be

operative are the view that male offenders are a greater danger to

society and the fear that such a threat evokes. This perceived

greater danger and feeling of fear finds its basis in the

culturally-defined male role as more aggressive and autonomous, as

well as in the greater physical strength of males. These

perceptions may account for the harsher treatment of male

defendants (steffensmeier 197]- , 1 980; steffensmeier & Kramer,

1982).

These hypotheses have all been proposed as post hoc

explanations to account for the finding that femaLes are generally

treated more leniently than males in the court system.

Paternalistic attitudes toward women, perceptions of greater

impulsivity of female crime, beliefs that females are more

amenable to rehabilitation and ress Iikely to engage in future

criminal action, and perceptions of greater danger and fear of

male defendants are all plausibre explanations that courd help to

account for the differential treatment of male and female

defendants. Empirical investigations, although not specifically
considering sex-based effects, have established the importance of

several of these factors in influencing judicial decisions. For

example, dangerous offenders are less likely to be released on

their oh'n recognizance prior to trial (Nager, l983), offenders who

are seen as the cause of their orvn criminality are given longer
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prison sentences (Carroll, 1978), and offenders for whom

recidivism is anticipated and rehabilitation is considered

unsuccessful are less likely to be granted parole (carroll ç

Payne, 1977). The influence of sex of the defendant on these

factors has not yet been examined. Empirical investigation is

needed in order to determine the validity of these explanations as

mediating sex differences in court trial outcomes.

Practicality is the onry proposed mediating factor, for which

empirical evidence exists. In an experimental test of this
hypothesis, steffensmeier and Faulkner (1978) found that parental

status did not have an effect on sentencing decisions; femare

defendants r+ere given preferential treatment regardless of whether

or not they had children. In contrast to these findings, DaIy

(.1987a) conducted interviews with court oificials and found that

concern for the protection of the famiLy and those dependent on an

offender were important factors influencing judicial decisions.

Further, in analyses using court records for data, Daly (1997b,

1989) found that male and female defendants with no family ties
were treated the same, defendants with family ties were treated

more lenient].y than defendants with no famiJ.y ties, and female

defendants with family ties were treated more reniently than male

defendants with family ties. Daly (1987b, 1989) therefore argued

that sex differences in court trial outcomes can be explained by

the defendant's familial circumstances. However, other archival

studies that have included family composition variables in the

analyses found that controlling for these variables did not
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eliminate sex differences in trial outcomes (e.g., Frazier et a1.,

1983; Kruttschnitt ç Green, '1984; Kruttschnitt & Mccarthy, 1995).

Thus, no definitive conclusions can be drawn about practicality as

mediating the differential treatment of male and female

defendants.

Sex of the Victim

The sex of the defendant represents only one possible source

of gender influence in the courtroom. In order to examine sex-

based influences on judicial decisions more comprehensivery, the

sex of other individuals invoLved in the court trial procedure

must be taken into consideration. Research has indicated, for

example, that the sex of the victim of crime can have significant

effects on decisions regarding the defendant. Myers (.1979)

emproyed data from court cases in which the charges ranged from

theft to homi.cide in order to examine the role that victim

characteristics pray in the sentencing of convicted felons.

Although the effect was smail in magnitude, sex of the victim

significantry influenced sentencing of the defendant; defendants

who committed crimes against females were more Iikely to be

sentenced to prison than defendants who victimized males (Myers,

19'79). In a study of victim involvement in the criminal justice

system, Hagan (1983) found that offenders who victimized females

v,ere more likely to be held for a bail hearing as well as to

receive a severe sentence. These findings introduce sex of the

victim as another source of gender influence in the courtroom.

However, these studies provide no information about the possible
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relationship between sex of the victim and sex of the defendant.

Ànother finding frorn Myer's (1979) study provides a possible

clue as to why female victims elicit more severe treatment of

defendants. In addition to victims' sex, Myers (1979) found that

alleged victim misconduct also affected sentencing decisions.

when the victim engaged in some behavior prior to the offense that

suggested that he or she deserved, provoked, or was at least

partially responsible for the criminal action of the defendant,

the defendant was less like1y to be sentenced to prison. A victim

who was perceived as in some way contributing to the crime

apparently reduced the culpability of the defendant and elicited a

more lenient sentence in the case. Thus, perceptions of the

victim also can affect the outcomes of criminal court triats.
These perceptions may, however, be influenced by the sex of the

viciim. For example, because weak or defenseless victims are seen

as less likely to have provoked the criminal act and less

deserving of their fates (Greenburg & Ruback, 1982), female

victims, perceived as weaker and more defenseless than malesr flây

be seen as contributing less to the criminal actions of the

offender, thus resulting in more severe treaLment of the offender.

The influence of sex of the victim and his or her actions were

tested in the present study.

Sex of the Judqe and Juror

Sex of the judge or juror is

sex-based influence that has been

For example, Kritzer and Uhlman (1

another potentially important

examined in several studies.

977) included sex of the iudqe
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as a factor in their archival study and found that females were

consistently given lesser verdicts and shorter sentences,

regardless of the sex of the j udge. Gruhl , Spohn , and l,ie1ch

(1981) reported that female judges in felony cases generally dic

not convict or sentence defendants differently than male judges,

with the exception that female judges were considerably rnore

likeJ-y to sentence convicLed female defendants to prison.

However, Stephan (1974) found that male subjects tended to favor

male defendants and female subjects tended to favor female

defendants in the case of a fictitious murder trial.
Steffensmeier (1977), Steffensmeier and Kramer (1982), and Wear

and Pasewark (1984) found no differences in the sentencing

patterns of male and female subject-judges: all subjects tended

to favor female defendants. Thus, it appears, somewhat

surprisingly perhaps, that sex of the judge does not have a

significant effect on judicial decisions. However, it is not

known how sex of the judge or juror may interact with sex of the

victim in cases in which a victim is involved.

Interestingly, the finding that male and female judges do not

differ in verdict or sentencing decisions has been used as

evidence to refute chivalry as an explanation for the more lenient

treatment of female defendants. Kritzer and Uhlman (197'1)

reasoned that if chivalrous attitudes on the part of judges were

the explanation, then sex-based leniency in judicial decisions

should exist only for male judges. These authors have argued that

because female judges also exhibit preferential treatment of
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female defendants, chivalry cannot possibly be mediating this

effect. This argument implicitly assumes that only males can be

concerned with the safety and protection of female defendants, but

Kritzer and Uhlman (1977) provide no direct evidence that this is
the case. Perhaps females are equally like1y to hold the

paternalistic attitudes that have been assumed to be

characteristic only of males in our society. Alternatively,

perhaps different factors influence the judicial decisions of male

and female judges, but result in the same outcomes. This is one

of the issues that was addressed in the present study.

The Present Study

The present research v¿as designed to examine the effects ot

sex of the defendant, sex of the victim, and sex of the juror on

judicial decisions in a simulated criminal court case by means of

a controlled laboratory experiment. In this study, subjects read

a fictitious but realistic summary of a murder trial and role-

played as jurors. Sex of the defendant and sex of the victim were

orthogonally manipulated in order to investigate their effects on

judicial decisions. After reading the trial transcript, subjects

were asked to decide on a verdict in the case and to sentence the

defendant. They also answered guestions that assessed their

perceptions of the defendant and the victim as they related to the

mediating factors that have been proposed to account for sex

di fferences in cri.minal court trial outcomes.

The use of a court trial transcript made the experimental

task more realistic in that subjects were provided with the same
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type of information tha! would be available to a real judge or

juror in a criminal court trial. All subjects were provided with

exactly the same information, with the exception of information

about sex of the defendant and sex of the victim, thus affording

control over other legal and extra-legal variables that have been

found to affect judicial decisions. For example, the defendant

always was described as employed and as having no prior record of

criminal charges. Because investigating the effects of marital

and parental status þ¡as not the main focus of this experiment,

these variables were controlled by describing both male and femal-e

defendants as single and childless.

The severity of the offense also was controlled in this

investigation; the charge !¡as second-degree murder. Murder was

chosen as the crime to investigate in this study because it is a

crime serious enough to warrant a jury trial, and because a wide

range of verdicts and sentences are possible. The strengih of the

evidence presented at the trial, a variabte which is virtuaJ.ly

impossible to control in studies using data from actual court

cases, þ¡as the same in each condition. The court transcripts were

carefully constructed in order Lhat they be ambiguous about the

details of the case. This ambiguity was built into the

transcripts so that any biases subjects may have had regarding sex

of the defendant and/or the sex of the victim could more readily

influence their interpretation of events. Darley and Gross (1983)

have demonstrated that biases have their greatest effect on

judgements when the information provided about a situation is
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hypothesized that, overall, male defendants would receive harsher

verdicts and longer sentences than female defendants. It was also

hypothesized that defendants accused of killing a female would be

given harsher verdicts and longer sentences than defendants

accused of killing a ma1e. Specifically, male defendants accused

of killing a female r+ere expected to receive the harshest

treatment, whereas female defendants accused of kil-ling a male

v¡ere expected to receive the most lenient treatnent. No

hypotheses r+ere advanced regarding effects due to sex of the

subject. The influence of the proposed mediating factors and

perceptions of the victim on verdict and sentencing decisions was

also explored.

Method

0n the basis of previous research in this area, it was

Desiqn
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This experiment employed a 2 x

three between-subjects factors were:

the defendant in the trial: and sex

Materials

Four versions of a fictional court transcript describing the

case of a second-degree murder trial were used in this study. Ali

of the transcripts were identical to one anolher, except the name

of the defendant, the name of the victim, and all gender-specific

language was changed to create the four experimental conditions:

a male accused of murdering a male (¡n,t); a male accused of

2 x 2 factorial design. The

sex of the subject; sex of

of the victim in the trial.



murdering a female (Uf); a female accused of nurdering a female

(rr); and a female accused of murdering a male (ru). The trial
transcript describing the case of a female defendant and a male

victim (FM) can be found in Àppendix A.

The fictional court transcripts described the relationship

between the victim and the defendant and the events that

transpired on the evening of the incident in question. They

included the testimony of physicians, police officers,

eyewitnesses, and the defendant, as well as the opening statements

and closing remarks of the attorneys and the judge. The defendant

and the victim were described as having a long-standing dispute

over a business failure, and a mutual dislike for one another. 0n

the evening of their high school reunion, the two met again, had

an argument, and the defendant hit and killed the victim with his

or her car in the parking lot. The defense argues that it was an

unfortunate accident that occurred on a dark, wet night. The

prosecution asserts that the defendant intentionally killed the

victim out of anger. The detaiLs of the story were such that the

death of the victim could potentially be viewed as accidental or

purpose f u1 .

Dependent Measures

20

Verdict. Once subjects finished reading the court

transcript, they were told that the trial- was over and that their

duty was lo reach a verdict for this case. Subjects were

instructed not Lo refer back to the court transcript when making

their decisions. The measure of subiects' verdicts was
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accompanied by a Verdict-Guidelines Summary (see Àppendix B) which

briefly described the five possible verdicts that could be reached

in this case. The possible verdicts, in descending order of

severity, included: guilty of second-degree murder; guilty of

manslaughter; guilty of criminal negligence causing death; guilty

of aggravated assault; and not guilty. Subjects were asked to

indicate which verdict they reached by circling one of the five

options (see Àppendix B). All of the dependent measures described

in the Appendices correspond to the FM version of the court

transcript.

Sentencinq. Subjects were asked to take a different

perspective for this question and assume that they were now the

judge in this case, and that the jury, having considered the same

evidence, had found the defendant guilty of manslaughter. They

were told that they must nor+ sentence the defendant, and that the

sentence may vary from no time in prison (probatíon only) to ZS

years in prison (maximum prison term) (see Àppendix C).

Paternalism. Following the sentencing measure, subjects were

instructed that they would answer some questions that were

relevant to the judicial deliberation process. These questions

assessed the potential influence of various mediating factors that

have been proposed to accouni for sex differences in criminal

court trial outcomes. The possible role that the paternalism

hypothesis plays in the verdict and sentencing of males and

females in criminal court rvas assessed using five questions

relevant to the three interrelated factors of this viewpoint.
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Subjects responded to these questions using 7-point Likert scales

that ranged from not aL all (1) to very much (7). First, to

examine the notion of chivalry, subjects were asked to indicate to

what extent concern for the physical and emotional well-being of

the defendant influenced their verdict decisions. Because verdict

decisions and sentencing decisions may involve different concerns

and processes, this question was asked again specifically in

reference to sentencing decisions. Second, to assess the

influence of naivete, subjects were asked to indicate how

responsible the defendant was for the death of the victim.

Finally, although the influence of practicality could not be

directly tested in this experiment, the logic underlying the

paternalism hypothesis suggests that female defendants may be

perceived as generally playing a more important role in the family

than male defendanis, and concern for their families may extend to

members other than their spouses and children. In order to test

whether male and female defendants are perceived differently in

terms of famiLy considerations, subjects were asked to indicate

the extent to which concern for the family of the defendant

influenced their decisions. Àgain, this question was posed twice;

once in reference to verdict decisions, and once in reference to

sentencing decisions (see Appendix D).

impulsivity. In order to determine if perceptions of the

impulsiveness of female violent crime influenced subjects in this

study, subjects were asked to indicate to what extent they thought

the actions of the defendant were impulsive versus premeditated,



using a 7-point scale that ranged from impulsive and unplanned

to premediated and planned (7) (see Àppendix E).

Beliefs About Future Criminalitv. The influence of beliefs

about future criminality on verdict and sentencing decisions was

assessed by asking subjects to indicate the extent to which they

believed a prison sentence would be good for the defendant and

would help to rehabilitate him or her. Subjects responded to this

question using a 7-point Likert scale that ranged from not at all
(1) to very much (7). Subjects also were asked to indicate how

1ikely they beJ.ieved it was that the defendant would commit a

crime of a similar nature in the future, using a 7-point scale

that ranged from not at all likely (1 ) to very Likelv (7) (see

Àppendix F).

Perceptions of Danqer and Fear. In order to determine if
male and female defendants are perceived differently in terms of

danger and fear, subjects r.lere asked to indicate how dangerous

they believed the defendant was to his or her family, friends, and

the public at large, using a 7-point scale that ranged from not at

all danqerous (1) to very danqerous (7). Subjects also were asked

to indicate how fearful they would be if they were to come into

contact r+ith the defendant, using a 7-point scale that ranged from

not at all fearful (1) to very fearful (7) (see Àppendix G).

Pereeniions of the Victim. The influence of sex of the¡sv9¿v¡¡9

victim on perceptions of the victim, and the role these

perceptions play in verdict and sentencing decisions were assessed

by asking subjects to indicate the extent to which the victim was

23

(1)



responsible for his or her own death, using a 7-point scale that

ranged from not at al1 responsible (.1) to completely responsible

(7). Next, subjects were asked to indicate to what extent the

actions of the victim provoked or caused the actions of the

defendant, from not at all (1) to very much (7). Subjects also

were asked to indicate the extent to which the victim deserved his

or her fate, using a 7-point scale that ranged froni did not at

all deserve what happened (1) to completely deserved what happened

(7) (see Appendix H).

Open-Ended Ouestion. In order to discover if any factors not

assessed by the dependent measures influenced subjects' decisions,

an open-ended question was posed. Subjects were asked to

describe, in the space providedr âDy additional factors that

played a role in their verdict and/or sentencing decisions (see

Àppendix I ).

Suspicion Check

In order to determine if any subjects became aware of the

true nature of the study, a suspicion check was included with the

dependent measures. On thÍs questionnaire, subjects were given an

opportunity to write dorvn any comments or questions that they had

in regard to their experiences in the study. They also were asked

to state what they believed was the purpose of the study, and to

indicate if anything about the research procedure seemed puzzling

or unusual (see Appendix J).

Proc edure

Experimental sessions v¡ere conducted in a small laboratory
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with groups of up to eight subjects. Upon arrival, subjects were

told that the purpose of the study was to investigate several

factors that affect jury decisions, one of which is individual

versus group jury decisions. Subjects were then told that they

had been randomly assigned to the individual juror condition, and

that the experimental task involved reading an edited and

summarized version of an actual court transcript and role-playing

as a juror. They were told that once they finished reading about

the trial, they would be asked to reach individual verdicts,

sentence the defendant, and answer some other questions relevant

to the judicial deliberation process. The experimenter's script

can be found in Appendix K. Subjects were separated by dividers

and ensured of the confidentiality of their responses. An

introduction sheet (see Appendix L) and a court transcript were

located on each desk in an envelope marked "Transcript." Once

subjects finished reading about the case, they placed the

transcript back in its envelope, opened an envelope labeled

"Decision," and completed the dependent measures. Debriefing

forms describing the purpose of the study were made available to

all subjects once the data collection phase of the study was

complete (see Àppendix M).

Sub'j ec t s

One hundred and forty male and 146 female subjects were

recruited, using sign-up booklets, from Introductory Psychology

classes at the University of Manitoba. Space was provided for up

to eight subjects to sign up for any one experimental session,



r+ith separate sessions for males and females. Subjects in each

session were randomly assigned as a group to one of the four

experimental conditions: MM; MF; FF; and FM.

Resul t s

Subiect Sanple

Suspicion checks were first examined in order to determine if
any subjects were aware of the true nature of the study. Subjects

r+ere considered suspicious if they mentioned sex of the defendant

or sex of the victim as possible variables under investigation in

response to questions on the suspicion check. Ten subjects were

eliminated from the data set because they expressed suspicion or

discerned the hypotheses. No more than three subjects were found

to be suspicious in any one condition, with the most subjects

being eliminated from the FM condition.

Nonwhite subjects (n=31) and subjects who had previously

---+¡^.i^^I^J .:^1,o!L¿urpaLse r,, a siftilar study (n=3) were also excluded from the

analyses. The final sample consisted of responses from 118 males

and 124 females, for a totai of. 242 subjects in the data set.

Verdict and Sentencino

¿o

The first stage in the data analysis involved determining the

effects of sex of the defendant, victim, and juror on verdict and

sentencing decisions.

VerdÍcts. Verdict decisions were analyzed using Multiway

Frequency Analyses which are appropriate for use with a

categorical dependent variable (Tabachnick & Fidel1, 1989,

pp. 236-315). This procedure is similar to an Ànalysis of
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Variance for nonparametric data, and entails a test of the overall

effect followed by tests for main effects and interactions. As is

the case with the Chi Square procedure, the power of a Multiway

Frequency Analysis is drastically reduced if more than 20% of the

expected celI frequencies are less than five (Tabachnick & Fide11,

1989, p. 240). Because this was the case for the data set in this

study when subjects' responses in each condition were tallied
according to verdict returned, subjects' verdict decisions were

collapsed into two categories, guilty and not guilty. The

frequencies used in the first anal.ysis are shown in Table I.
For the first omnibus test of the overall effect, verdicts

were analyzed using a 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 (Sex of Defendant x Sex of

Victim x Sex of Subject x Verdict) t"lultiway Frequency Analysis.

This analysis revealed a significant overall effect, 9.2 ( 1 5) =

'118.34, p..01. Subsequent tests of main effects yielded a

significant result only for verdict, g2 (1) = 114.40, p..01.

Subjects returned more guilty verdicts (n=198) than not guilty

verdicts (n=40). There were no other siqnificant main effects or

interacticns.

Because significantly nore subjects returned verdicts of

guilty than of not guilty, a second analysis of verdict decisions

was conducted by examining only those subjects r,rho found the

defendant guilty of some criminal charge. For this analysis,

guilty verdicts were divided into two categories, guilty of more

serious charges (second-degree murder and manslaughter), and

guilty of less serious charges (criminal negligence and assault).



Table I

Frequencies of Guilty/Not Guilty Verdicts

by Sex of Defendant, Victim, and Subject

Male Ðefendant

MaIe Vic t im

Female Victim

Female Defendant

MaIe Victim

Female Victim

Male Subjects Fema1e Subjects

verdicts (Cuitty/Hot cuilty)

¿o

24/ 6

¿Jlþ

25 /3

¿J/ +

28 /3

¿tlc

2517

21/a



The frequencies used in this analysis are shown in Table iI.
A 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 (Sex of Defendant x Sex of Victim x Sex of

Subject x verdict) t'lultiway Frequency Analysis rvas used to examine

the overall effect and yielded a significant result, G2 (15) =

45.80, p<.01. The main effect for verdict was also significant,

E2 (1) = 44.44, p<.01. Subjects more often found the defendant

guilty of the more serious charges of murder and manslaughter

(n=145) than of the less serious charges of criminal negligence

and assault (n=53). Further analyses revealed no other

significant main effects or interactions.

Sentencinq. Subjects' recommended sentences vJere analyzed

using a 2 x 2 x 2 (Sex of Defendant x Sex of Victim x Sex of

Subject) analysis of Variance (eHOve). The means used in this

analysis are reported in Table III. This analysis revealed a

significant main effect for sex of defendant, F (1,229) = 4.66,

p<.05. Male defendants r+ere sentenced to a longer prison term

(U = .106.1 months) than were female defendants (U = 85.4 months).

There were no significant effects due to sex of victim or sex of

juror, and no significant interactions were found.

Mediators

Factor Ànalysis. In the first step of this analysis, the'13

potential mediators (concern for the well-being of the defendant

and the family of the defendant, defendant responsibility,

impulsiveness of the crime, potential for future criminal action,

likelihood of rehabilitation, danger posed, feelings of fear,

victim responsibility, victim provoking, and victim deserving



Frequenc i es

by Sex of

'l'aDte 11

of More and tess Serious Verdicts

Defendant, Victim, and Subject

Male Defendant

Male Victim

Female Victim

Female Defendant

Male Victim

Female Victim

Male Sub'iects

verdicts (More Serioust/Less Seriousb)

ol

b

30

More seríous charqes are

Less serious charges are

Female Subiects

17 /7

14/C

¿ql I

20 /5

2018

20 /7

second-degree murder

criminal negligence

to/ a

< n l-t2l r

and manslaughter.

and assault.



't'aDte I r I

Mean Sentences (in Months)

Defendant, Victim, and

Male Defendant

Male Victim

Female Victim

Female Defendant

MaIe Victim

Female Victim

Male Subjects

by Sex of

(rrhi o¡t

Cell n's are reported in brackets.

107.17 (2g)d

106 .7 6 {29)

31

Femal-e Subjects

8s.07 ( 28 )

97.20 (30)

109.e3 (31 )

100.4s (31)

69.87 (31)

s0.21 (28)



fate) were factor anaJ.yzed using the principle components

technique with a varimax rotation. Four factors lvith eigenvalues

greater than'1.0 emerged.l The first factor r+as composed of items

relating to characteristics of the defendant and his or her

actions and had an eigenvalue of 3.49. The second factor had an

eigenvalue of.2.13 and llas composed of items measuring concern for

the family of the defendant. The third factor had an eigenvalue

of 1.39 and $ras composed of items relating to characteristics of

the victim. The items in the fourth factor related to concern for

the physical and emotional well-being of the defendant and

resulted in an eigenvalue of 1.17, The individual items which

make up these four factors are listed in Table IV.

Effects of Sex of Defendant, Victim, and Subiect. in order

to determine the influence of sex of defendant, victim, and juror

on the four factors resuLting from the factor analysis, items were

summed and averaged within each factor and the four indices were

analyzed using a series of 2 x 2 x 2 (Sex of Defendant x Sex of

Victim x Sex of Subject) eNOv¡s. Ànalysis of Factor 4 revealed a

main effect for sex of subject, F (1, 232) = 3.77, p<.05. Concern

for the physical and emotional well-being of the defendant had

more of an influence on the decisions of female subjects (U =

4.23) than it did on the decisions of male subiects (tt = 3.81).

5¿

I The same factor patterns emerged when the principle components
analysis rlas run using the quartimax and oblique rotations. The
results from the oblique rotation revealed that the factors vlere
uncorrelated.



Factor Loadings of Potential Mediators

't'aore I v

Defendant Responsibility

Impulsiveness

Rehabilitation

Future Crime

Dan ger

Fea r

Concern for Family - Sentence

Concern for Family - Verdict

Vict j.m Responsibili ty

Victim Provoking

Victim Deserving

Concern for Defendant - Sentence

Concern tor Defendant - Verdict

aa55

Fac tor

.7536

.5469

. tt+tö

.5920

.8069

Note: Principle components technique, varimax rotation.

.9144

.9087

1) 21

,6s92

.6634

nlqq

.8324



No other main effects or interactions were found.2

which is appropriate for use with a categorical dependent variable

(Uarlington, 1990, pp. 441-461), was performed using the four

factors that emerged from the previous analysis in order to

determine which indices were predictive of verdicts. 0nly the

factor composed of items relating to characteristics of the

defendant was predictive of verdicts; it accounted for 17,6% ot

the variance, p<.01. À summary of the results of the logistic

regression for verdicts is presented in Table V.

À stepwise multiple regression was then performed in order to

determine if the four factors were predictive of sentencing

decisions. The factor composed of items relating to

characteristics of the defendant and his or her actions accounted

for the greatest proportion of the variance (41.7%, p<.01). The

second variable to be entered into the equation was the factor

composed of measures of concern for the family of the defendant;

it accounted for an additional 1.82% of the variance, p<.05. The

factors relating to characteristics of the victim and concern for

the well-being of the defendant were not significant predictors of

sentencing decisions. A summary of the results of the stepwise

multiple regression for sentences is presented in Table Vi.

Predictors of Verdict and Sentence Logistic regression,

J¿1

Separate 2 x 2

Subject ) eHov¡s
no significant

x 2 (Sex of
no r f nrmoÄ

ef fec ts for

Defendant x Sex
on each of the 1 3

sex of defendant

of Victim x Sex of
items also revealed
or sex of victim.
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Table V

Logistic Regression Summary - Verdicts

Defendant Characteristics

Victim Characteristics

Concern for Family

Concern for Defendant

R2 Change

tx 2 11

Sc ore

tL/ t<

3. 6B

2.59

0.13

.I'AD.LE VI

MuItiple Regression Summary - Sentences

F':¡i-nr

Def endant Characteristics

Concern for Family

Victim Characteri stics

Concern for Defendant

¿î1

n.s.

ll ¡ J ¡

It.5.

R2 Change

L/

.02

49 .40

Beta

l!

t3.51

¿. t+

0. 56

n d"-I

<.01

<. 05

ll ¡ Þ ¡

n.s.



Based on the findings of previous studies designed to examine

gender effects in the courtroom, it was hypothesized that female

defendants charged with a serious crime would be found guilty less

often and would be assigned shorter sentences than male defendants

charged with exactly the same crime. Partial support was found

for this hypothesis. Although there were no differences due to

sex of the defendant for verdicts, the prison sentences assigned

to male defendants were, on averager 20.7 months longer than those

assigned to female defendants. No support was found for the

hypothesis that female victims elicit more severe treatment of the

defendant. In accordance with previous research in which sex of

the judge or juror was taken into account, male and female

subjects did not differ in their verdict or sentencing decisions.

These results lend further support to the growing body of

evidence which suggests that sex-based differences exist in the

judicial processing of criminal defendants, at least in terms of

sentencing decisions. Female defendants are punished more

leniently than male defendants when convicted of a serious crime.

resulting in an inequality in the treatment of males and females

in the courtroom. The question that remains, however, is why

these differences exist. The present study was designed to

address this issue, but was only partially successful in providing

an answer to this question. Several factors that have been

proposed as post hoc explanations of sex differences in court

trial outcomes rqere measured. These Dotential mediators $¡ere

Discussion

36
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factor analyzed to identify patterns among the individual items.

The analysis revealed that these explanations formed four factors

that can best be described as relating to characteristics of the

defendant, concern for the well-being of the defendant, concern

for the family of the defendant, and characteristics of the

victim. Regression analyses showed that the factor describing

characteristics of the defendant accounled for a substantial

proportion of the variance in verdicts and sentences. In

addition, concern for the defendant's family was a minor predictor

of sentences. However, although these analyses identified

important predictors of judicial decisions, the proposed mediating

factors could not account for the fact that, in this study, female

defendants received considerably shorter sentences than the male

defendants. That is, the anaLyses of variance showed that these

factors were not significantly affected by the sex of the

defendant. Thus, it would appear that the factors examined in

this study are not those responsible for the differential

treatment of male and female defendants. However, when subjects

were asked to indicate, on the open-ended part of the

questionnaire, what other variables influenced their decisions,

they did not suggest any factors other than those already

measured, and, therefore, the jurors in this case did not provide

any clues as to other possible mediators of this effect.

it is possible that the factors examined in this study are,

in many cases, mediators of sex-based differences in jurors'

decisions, but that it was something about the trial scenario used
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in this study that resulted in no differentiation between male and

female defendants. For example, subjects indicated that concern

for the defendant's family had little influence on their decisions

(overall mean = 1.60). This outcome is not surprising in view of

the fact that family variables were well-controlled and purposely

given little attention in the transcript. However, because fanily

variables were not manipulated, and because subjects expressed

little concern for the family of any of the defendants, no

conclusions can be drawn regarding the influence of this faclor on

judicial decisions.

Another aspect of the scenario that may have influenced

subjecLs' ratings was the information provided about the

defendant's pasl. Certain characteristics of the defendant, such

as the presence of a prior criminal record, might differentiaLly

affect judgements of male and female defendants. For exampLe,

compared to a female defendant, a male with a prior record might

be seen as more dangerous and more likely to commit future crimes.

However, because the defendants in this scenario were described as

having no prior record, the role of these mediators may have been

minimized. Manipulation of variables relating to the existance of

a defendan+,'s children, the potential for future criminality, and

the likelihood of successful rehabilitation might provide insights

into the causes of sex-based differences in jurors'decisions.

it is possible that the apparent failure to identify

mediators of sex differences in sentencing lies not with the

scenario, but with the way in which potential mediators were
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measured. For example, in an attempt to measure the impact of

chivalrous attitudes, or the notion that females should be

protected from the physical and emotional stresses of a court

trial and a prison term, subjects were asked to indicate the

extent to r¡hich such concerns influenced their decisions. A

better way of measuring the impact of this variable may be to ask

subjects a direct question such as, "Do you think that this person

would suffer physically and/or emotionally if they received a long

prison sentence?" Further, in order to measure the impact of

amenabiJ.ity to rehabilitation, subjects were asked to indicate the

extent to which a prison sentence would be good for, or wouid help

to rehabilitate the defendant. this question is somewhat

ambiguous because two different lines of reasoning could result in

the same rating. For example, if a person believed that female

offenders can be more easily rehabilitated than male offenders,

they may be inclined to agree that a prison sentence, regardless

of whether or not it is the best method of rehabilitation, would

help to rehabilitate a female defendant. 0n the other hand, if a

person believed that it is difficult to rehabilitate male

offenders, they may be inclined to agree ihat a prison sentence

would be good for a male defendant because other means of

rehabilitation are inappropriate. Àlternatively, if a subject

believed that female defendants are not in need of rehabilitation

because they are not in control of, or are not responsible for

their criminal actions, they may agree that a prison sentence

would not benefit a female defendant. SimíIarIy, if male
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defendants are perceived as being beyond help, it would follow

that a prison sentence would not contribute to their

rehabilitation. À better way to assess these kinds of influences

might be to separately measure the extent to which the defendant

is in need of rehabilitation, the extent to which the defendant is

capable of being rehabilitated, and the extent to which a prison

sentence is necessary for rehabilitation to occur.

One of the more interesting findings of this study was that,

contrary to expectations, there rvere no differences in verdicts

for male and female oefendants. This would suggest that the sex

of the defendant did not influence subjects' interpretation of the

evidence regarding the actions and motivations of the defendant.

Apparently, the sex of the defendant only became important when

decisions about punishment were being made. Nevertheless, this

finding suggests that some of the potential mediators are less

plausible explanations of differences in sentencing. For example,

if defendant responsibility or intentionality had influenced

subjects' decisions, this influence should have been reflected in

verdicts as well as sentences. It is also possible that a

"ceiling effect" on verdicts concealed a potential sex-of-

defendant effect. Overall, despite the fact that the transcript

was designed to be ambiguous about the details of the case and the

IegaI implications of reasonable doubt were clearly explained,

subjects seemed to be "conviction prone" in that there v¡ere many

more guilty than not guilty verdicts, and many more verdicts

finding the defendant guilty of more serious than less serious
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charges. Perhaps because subjects were only role-playing, and

were not actually responsible for the fate of a defendant, they

rlere more inclined to return guilty verdicts. if verdicts were

more evenly distributed, the detection of an effect due to sex of

defendant might be more likely.

Contrary to expectations, the sex of the victim had no

influence on verdicts or sentences. In addition, the female

victim $¡as seen as no less responsible, provoking, or deserving of

her fate. The lack of a sex-of-victim effect is particularly

surprising because the scenario contained ambiguous information

about the victim's responsibility for the long-standing dispute

that preceded his or her death, and results confirmed that the

victim was seen as moderately responsible for the events described

in the scenario (overall mean = 3.90), and as having provoked the

actions of the defendant io some degree (overall mean = 5.35).

Previous research had revealed an effect of only small magnitude

for sex of the victim. Perhaps effects due to the sex of the

victim occur only in very j-imited circumstances that were not

captured in the scenario. Nevertheless, the results of this study

cast doubt on the idea that sex of the victim affects treatment of

the defendant in criminal trials.

In conclusion, this experiment yielded convincing evidence in

support of the notion that female defendants are treated more

leniently, at least in terms of sentences, than male defendants.

This confirms the results of previous archival and experimental

research. In addition, the results of this study have provided
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In order to help you understand the essential elements of a

legaI trial, pJ.ease read the following summary' prepared by the
Canadian Larl Reform Commission:

A -- The burden of proving guilt is on the prosecution throughout
the trial. The prosecution must prove the defendant's guilt
beyond a reasonable doubt on each and every essential ingredient
of the case.

B -- Throughout the judicial process' a person accused of a crime
is presumed innocent. He or she may remain silent and so require
guilt to be proven without his or her assistance. This does not,
of course, mean that the police may not question the accused' nor
does it mean that they cannot offer in evidence a confession he or
she may voluntarily make. If the accused chooses to testify, the
credibility of the testimony may be challenged by the prosecution.

C -- At the conclusion of the prosecution's case, the accused has
the right to point to the absence of any evidence on any issue
that is essential to guiIt, or in the case of jury trials, to
point to inadequate circumstantial evidence' and thereby be

acquitted.

D -- Or at the end of the prosecution's case, having elected not
to call any evidence, the accused has the right to raise as a

primary defense the weakness of the evidence for the prosecution
and the existence of a reasonable doubt.

E -- At any time up until conviction, the accused has the right to
offer a full ansv¡er and defense.

Àppendix A

Court Transcript
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The trial commenced on November 3, 1989
The Clerk of the Court, Brendan Clarke,
jury:

Transcript of the Province of Nova

"Members of the jury, the accused, Denise Lynne Jenkins,
stands charged before you that she on or about the 1 7th day
of October 1988 at the city of Halifax in the said Judicial
District did unlawfully ki11 and slay Jeffery Dean Hendrick
thereby committing second-degree murder, contrary to the
provisions of the criminal code. Upon this charge she has
been arraigned, upon her arraignment she has pleaded not

Scotia vs. Jenkins

and lasted for 3 days.
read lhe charoe to the



guilty. Your duty, therefore, is to enquire whether she be
guilty or not guilty of the offense charged, and harken to
the evidence. "

The presiding judge, Chief Justice Ànthony 0lford, spoke to the
jury before the prosecutor and defense lawyer made their opening
statements:

"Members of the jury, I am going to teI1 you a fevr
simple things at this time. Under the law in this landr You
twelve people and I comprise a single court, and it is our
duty, between us, to listen to the evidence that is produced
in this courtroom, and at the end of it I rvill instruct you
on the law that you must apply in assessing the evidence, and
it is you and you alone who have the responsibility of
determining what facts have been established by the Crown
beyond a reasonable doubt before a conclusion of guÍlt can be
reached.

Anything that is said by counsel in their opening
remarks or any remarks that they will make at the conclusion
of the case must not be considered by you as being evidence.
It is their sincere and honest effort to be of assistance in
analyzing evidence, but what they say in those remarks is not
evidence as suchr you alone determine those matters.

In the same e¡ay, in the course of remarks that I may

make to you and will make to your You may feel that i have
indicated some feeling with regard to a conclusion of fact,
you are at liberty to disregard anything that I nray say in
that regard because it is you and not I who determine the
C-^!^
l-CTU LÞ.
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The Crown w i 11 now open +'he i r case
establishing their case, which they must
reasonable doubt to succeed. "

John Quincy Harris, the Crown Prosecutor for
following opening statements to the jury:

"Members of the jury, during this trial you will hear
evidence that on the 17th day of October, 1988 Denise Lynne
Jenkins murdered Jeffery Dean Hendrick. The prosecution will
present evidence pertaining to three key factors. First,
evidence will be presented that demonstrates that Denise
Jenkins had a motive to murder Jeffery Hendrick. This motive
arises from a long-standing, publicly-known dispute between
the defendant and the victim. You will hear about Denise
Jenkins' feelings of bitterness, hostility, and anger toward
the victim, Jeffery Hendrick. Second, evidence will be
presented as to the defendant's state of mind on the evening
of October 17th. Witnesses will testify that there v¡as a

loud and bitter dispute between the defendant and victim.

with a view to
do beyond a

Nova Scotia made the
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You will hear about her embarrassment and anger. Finally,
you will hear that, in this state of rage, Denise Jenkins
stormed out of the party at which she and Mr.Hendrick were in
attendance, went to her vehicle, and waited in the dark for
Jeffery Hendrick to appear. When he came out, she stepped on

the gas and, using her van as a lethal weapon' ran Jeffery
Hendrick down. I am sure that, when you have heard all of
the evidence, and considered it carefully, a clear picture
will emerge. A picture of a bitter person who, in a state of
anger, murdered Jeffery Dean Hendrick."

Michael Wesley McGowen, the lawyer for the defense, made the
following opening statements to the jury:

"My colleague, Mr. Harris, has just presented the
prosecution's view of what transpired on the evening of
October 17th, 1988. Indeed, the picture he has painted of my

client, Denise Jenkins, is not a pretty one. But I believe,
and I am sure you will come to believe, that such a

description is inaccurate and unfair. You will hear about a

long-standing dispute between Jeffery Hendrick and Denise
Jenkins. But this dispute was largely the result of the
attitudes and actions of Mr. Hendrick. He was the one who

initiated a confrontation with Denise Jenkins. He was the
one who behaved in a rude and obnoxious manner. Denise
Jenkins, on the other hand, tried to avoid the confrontation,
and eventually left, embarrassed and upset at being verbally
assaulted by Jeffery Hendrick. You will hear testimony lhat,
as she was trying to leave, Jeffery Hendrick came after her,
and stepped in front of her vehicle. What ensued tvas a

terrible, tragic accident. But it surely was an accident, an

accident that was largely the responsibility of Mr. Hendrick
himself. I am sure that when you have heard and considered
all- the evidence, this is the conclusion you wil.l come to,
and you will restore Denise Jenkins' freedom by finding her
i nnocent . "

Dr. William Jordon, attending physician, Emergency Ward,
Queen Victoria Hospital, was the first to testify:

Dr. Jordon testiiied that an ambulance arrived at the
Queen Victoria Hospital Emergency Room at approximately 11:10
p.m. on the evening of October 17, 1988. Dr. Jordon stated
that he immediately examined a seriously-wounded unconscious
male patient, later determined to be Jeffery Dean Hendrick,
who appeared to be suffering from multiple fractures,
including a fractured skull and broken vertebrae. He stated
that bleeding from the nose, ear, and mouth was also
discovered, indicating severe internal injuries. Às the
emergency room team began work to stop the internal



hemorrhaging and stabilize the neck injury, the pulse and
respiration of the patient slowed. The medical team began
immediate work to resuscitate the patient, but were
unsuccessful in their efforts. Dr. Jordon stated that
resuscitation efforts ceased at .11:43 p.m., and the patient
vlas pronounced dead shortly thereafter.

Dr. Patricia Manfred, intern at Queen Victoria Hospital Emergency
Ward, was the next to testifY:

Dr. Manfred stated that she examined the defendant'
Denise Lynne Jenkins, at approximately 11:25 p.m. on the
evening of October .17, 1988. She stated that the patient had
a laceration above her left eyebrow which required five
stitches to close. The patient appeared obviously confused
and initially said nothing. Dr. Manfred diagnosed a slight
concussion and ordered that Jenkins be held for observation.
Dr. Manfred testified that after some prompting, the patient
was able to recall her name and address aS well as some other
personal information. The only reference that Denise Lynne
ienkins made to the events that had transpired that evening
was to inquire "Is he dead?" Dr. Manfred, unaware of who

"he" vlas, replied that she did not know.

The Chief Provincial Coroner for Nova Scotia, Dr. Neil R.
Berenger, gave the following testimony:

Dr. Berenger testified that he performed an autopsy on

the deceased, Jeffery Dean Hendrick, in the presence of
Constable Wayne Pierce, on the morning of 0ctober 18, 1988.
He stated that he examined the body of a white male,
approximately 30 years of age. His height was 5r '10r' and he
weighed 185 lbs at the time of death. Dr. Berenger stated
that the primary cause of death l,|as a ruptured aorta, coupled
with profuse internal hemorrhaging. when asked to describe
the general state of the body at the time of examination, Dr.
Berenger reported thaL there rllere fractures of both arms' the
left leg, the ribs, and the skull. He also described various
contusions and abrasions discovered on other parts of the
body.

Constable wayne Pierce, a member of the Halifax City FoIice
Department, testif ied:

Constable Pierce stated that he and his partner'
Constable John Cowley, received a call on their radio at
approximately 10:20 p.m. on Lhe evening of 0ctober 17, '1988'

regarding an incident in the parking lot of the Chester
pIáins Country Club. pierce described the road conditions
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that night as slippery and wet due to the rain that had been
occurring on and off throughout the day. Upon arriving at
the scene, the officers first discovered a van that had
collided with the large metal gate at the roadway entrance to
the Chester Plains Country Club. I,ihile Constable Cowley got
out of the car to investigate the van, Pierce moved on to
where a crowd had gathered and was molioning to him.
Constable Pierce stated that there he discovered the body of
a seriously-injured unconscious male who was lying face up on
the sidewalk that led to the entrance to the building.
Pierce immediately radioed for an ambulance, and was informed
that one had already been dispatched to that address.
Constable Cowley then approached Pierce and informed him that
the driver of the van was bleeding from the forehead and r+as
not responding to his questions, so she should also be taken
to the hospital. I,ihen the ambulance arrived, it was decided
that Constable Cowley would accompany the injured parties to
the hospital while Constable Pierce remained on the scene to
investigate the incident.

Constable Pierce stated that at the scene he spoke to
witnesses who identified the injured man as Jeffery Dean
Hendrick and the driver of the van as Denise Lynne Jenkins.
These people were gathered at the Chester Plains Country CIub
to attend a high school reunion. Constable Pierce said he
spoke to two witnesses who saw the van, driven by Denise
Lynne Jenkins, hit Jeffery Dean Hendrick and then proceed
down the road until ii collided with the metal gate at the
entrance to the club. Other witnesses toici Pierce about a
loud argument between Jenkins and Hendrick that took place
inside the building prior to the incident in the parking lot.

When questioned about the physical evidence on the
scene, Constable Pierce stated that he found the distance
between the place where Jeffery Hendrick's body 1ay and the
van to measure 300 feet. Constable Pierce further testified
that despite the rain, he found a small pool of blood on the
pavement where the parking lot began, about 18 feet from the
location of Jeffery Hendrick's body. He saiC that he also
discovered some small pieces of broken glass that were later
found to match the right headlight of Denise Jenkins' van.
Constable Pierce surmised that this was the place where the
collision had occurred, and that Jeffery Hendrick had been
thrown 18 feet to where he was found. Pierce testified that
the serious condition of Jeffery Hendrick and the great
distance between his body and the vehicle that had hit him
indicated that what happened may not have been a simple
accident. The testimony of the witnesses at the scene added
to his suspicions.

Constable Pierce stated that once he finished
interviewing witnesses and examining the scene, he proceeded
to Queen Victoria Hospital to confer with Constable Cowley
and check on the conditions of Jeffery Hendrick and Denise
Jenkins.
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Constable John Cowl€yr â member of the Halifax City PoIice
Department and partner of Constable Wayne Pierce, vlas the next lo
test i fy :

Constable Cowley testified that he rode in the ambulance
to Queen Victoria Hospital with Jeffery Dean Hendrick and the
defendant, Denise Lynne Jenkins, on the evening of 0ctober
11, 1988. Cowley stated that Denise Jenkins was bleeding
from the forehead and was shaken and confused "as if in
shock." She said nothing and did not respond to prompting by
himself or the paramedics. Jeffery Hendrick was unconscious,
and upon arriving at the hospital, Constable Cow1ey remained
rvith him in case he awoke and spoke of the incident. Jeffery
Hendrick never regained consciousness, and CowIey stated that
he was present when Dr. I.ti1liam Jordon pronounced Mr.
Hendrick dead. Constable Cowley stated that he was informed
by Dr. Manfred of the condition of Denise Jenkins and of what
she had said. He vlas told that Jenkins was being held for
observation, so he waited for the return of his partner.
During that time, Constable Cow1ey requested that blood
samples be taken from both Jenkins and Hendrick to determine
if alcohol had been a factor in the incident. Both tests
r+ere negative; apparently neither Denise Jenkins nor Jeffery
Hendrick had been consuming alcoholic beverages that night.

Cow1ey stated that Constable Pierce arrived at the
hospital about an hour later, was informed that Hendrick had
died, and described the evidence he had found at the scene to
Cow1ey. "Once we put all the pieces together, it appeared
that we might have a murder on our hands," Cowley testified.
Constable Cowley stated that he and his parlner remained at
the hospital where they consulted by telephone with the Chief
of the Halifax City Police Department and the Crown
Prosecutor for Halifax. The Crown Prosecutor agreed with the
nnl i ¡a l-h¡i |-hc arri rlcnno nni nl-sfi f n f alll ¡l." .nrl i |- r^r:e
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decided that an arrest should be made. Constable Cowley
stated that he look Denise Lynne Jenkins into custody at 9:20
a.m. on October 18, 1988. He read Jenkins her rights and
remained with her as the doctor did some final tests before
she could leave. All tests were normal and Denise Jenkins
was released from the hospital. Next, Constables Cowley and
Pierce escorted Jenkins io the police station for
questioning. À stenographer, Terry Guilquist, was present
throughout the questioning which took place at 10:35 4.m..
Cowley again informed Jenkins of her rights and proceeded
with the questioning. Constable Cowley related Denise
Jenkins' account of the events as follows:

Denise Jenkins said that she was at the Chester
Plains Country Club in order to attend a high school
reunion. She said that she had arrived there at about
8:30 p.m. and was having an enjoyable time visiting with
old friends. "when the next thinq I knew Jeffery was
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there, telling everyone how I ruined his business."
Jenkins said that this referred to a business venture
they had entered into together that failed. She said
that at first she tried to ignore him, but as he
continued she decided to approach him and "discuss the
situation." Denise Jenkins stated that after a lengthy
"disagreement" she became angry, upset, and embarrassed,
and decided that it would be best if she left. When
questioned as to what the disagreement was about, she
said that about five years ago she and Jeffery Hendrick
entered into a business together. She said that the
business failed and that they both lost all of their
investments, including several thousand dollars that
"mysteriously" disappeared. Jeffery Hendrick blamed her
for the failure and accused her of stealing the money.
Jenkins denied these accusations. She said that on the
night in question, she left the party sometime before
10:30 Þ.m., got into her van, started the engine, and
went to leave the country club. "After that everything
is such a blur," she said. Jenkins said that she was
leaving the parking lot when all of a sudden someone v¡as
in front of her. She swerved to miss them, and the next
thing she knew she was sitting in the van with blood
dripping down her face. When questioned as to how fast
she was driving, Jenkins said "I don't know, but it
wasn't very fast." In response to questioning about her
relationship with ,:effery Dean Hendrick, Denise Jenkins
replied that since the business failed, they didn't like
each other, rarely sav¡ one another, and "had no use for
each other." "I didn't Iike him but I would never do
anything to hurt him," she said.

When questioned as to Denise Jenkins' emotional state at
the time of questioning, Constable Cowley said that she was
calm throughout the interview and answered all questions
willingly and thoughtfully. He said that it was only after
the interview was over and he informed Jenkins thaL Jefferv
Hendrick was dead that she became very upset.

Gregory Cantor, former high school classmate of Jeffery Dean
Hendrick and Denise Lynne Jenkins, gave the following testimony:

Gregory Cantor stated that he was present at the Chester
Plains Country Club on the evening of October 17, 1988 in
order to attend a 12 year high school reunion. Mr. Cantor
said that at around 10:00 p.m. he decided to go outside to
cool off and have a cigarette. He said that he was joined by
an old friend, Tamara Olson, and since it was raining they
stood under the awning near the entrance to the building.
Mr. Cantor stated that after they had been outside for a few
minutes, he saw Denise Lynne Jenkins rush out of the building
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and disappear into the parking Iot. Cantor said that a few
minutes later, he saw Jeffery Hendrick exit the building.
When asked to remember more precisely the amount of time that
passed between the point at which Denise Jenkins left the
building and the point at which Jeffery Hendrick left, Mr.
Cantor stated that he couldn't be sure exactly; "it was about
five minutes, I guess." He said that Jeffery Hendrick paused
for a moment as he searched for his keys, and then proceeded
down the sidewalk away from the the entrance of the building
and turned right on the sidewalk that surrounded the
building. As Jeffery Hendrick was crossing the grassy area
between the sider+a1k and the parking lot, a van came out from
a far right parking aisle. Gregory Cantor testified that he
saw Jeffery Hendrick look toward the van and yel1 something,
but he wasn't sure what it was that Jeffery had said. He
said that next he saw the van hit Jeffery Hendrick, and he
saw Hendrick's body being thrown to the sidewalk leading to
the entrance of the building. Cantor testified that the van
did not stop after hitting Hendrick; it "sped off" down to
the end of the driveway of the parking lot where it collided
with a large metal gate. When asked exactly where it was
that Jeffery Hendrick was hit, Cantor stated that it was
right at the edge of the pavemenr- where the parking lot
began. When asked if the van had veered toward Hendrick or
if it was travelling in a straight path, he replied that
because it was dark and he was quite startled, he couldn't
really be sure. When questioned as to how fast the van was
going, Cantor repiied: "I cannot guess at the speed that the
van was travelling; I only know that it was going much faster
than it should have been in a parking J.ot." Cantor testified
that while Tamara Olson þ¡ent to call for help, he checked ihe
condition of Hendrick. He decided that nothing could be done
until an ambulance came, and he waited outside for its
^ - -: .,- 1d! I .r vclr.

When asked about his relationship with ¡effery Dean
Hendrick and Denise Lynne Jenkins, Gregory Cantor stated that
he knew both of them as acquaintances in high school, but had
seen little of them since. He testified further that he had
no personal knowledge of the relationship between them. When
asked if he had heard any sort of discussion going on between
them on the evening of the reunion, Cantor replied that he
r+as avrare of some sort of commotion, "but I don't like to get
messed up in anyone eÌse's business, so I ignored it."

Tamara 01son, former high school classmate of Jeffery Dean
Hendrick and Denise Lynne Jenkins, testified:

Tamara 0lson stated that at approximately 10:00 p.m. on
the evening of their high school reunion she accompanied
Gregory Cantor outside the Chester Plains Country Club for
fresh air and a chat. She testified that she and Mr. Cantor
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had been standing outside for approximately five minutes when
she saw Denise Lynne Jenkins exit the building and head to
the parking lot. "I waved to her but she didn't yrave back,"
Olson said. "She looked pretty angry. " Ms. Olson testified
that some time later, "probably about five or six minutes,"
she noticed Jeffery Dean Hendrick also leave the party. She
stated that she was talking to Gregory Cantor with her back
facing the parking Iot. Tamara 01son did not notice anything
unusual until she heard someone yeII something that she
couldn't make out, and she saw Gregory Cantor gasp and step
backwards. Olson turned just in time to see Jeffery Hendrick
being thrown through the air and land on the sidewalk.
Tamara Olson stated that the van did not stop after hitting
Hendrick; it continued to travel down the driveway to where
it smashed into a gate. When asked how fast the van was
travelling after it hit Hendrick, Olson replied: "I'm not
really sure things happened so quickly. It r+as going
pretty fast, I guess." Olson said that she r+as quite stunned
and frightened, but Gregory Cantor managed to persuade her to
go into the buiJ.ding and call for an ambulance and the
police. Olson stated that she was too upset to return
outside, so she remained in the building until the police
arrived.

In response to questioning about her relationship with
Jeffery Dean Hendrick and Denise Lynne Jenkins, Tamara 01son
said that she never really knew Jeffery that weIl, "but he
seemed like a nice guy." She was, however, Quite close to
Denise for a period during high school, and they kept in
touch periodically ever since. Regarding the character of
Denise Jenkins, Tamara Olson said: "Denise is a really nice
person. We always got along quite welI. She never seemed to
be the type of person who would want to harm anyone." 0f the
relationship between Denise Jenkins and Jeffery Hendrick,
Olson stated that they had been casual friends in high school
and then several years later they formed some sort of a
business together. She said: "I'm not really sure of the
details, but I know their business feIl apart and they were
no longer friends after thaL. I think they tried to avoid
each other for the most part, but I've seen them be quite
nasty to each other on several occasions. I even heard
Jeffery threaten to sue Denise once. He said he'd get the
evidence and then she'd be sorry." When asked if there r+as
any sort of disagreement between them on the night of the
reunion, Tamara Olson said that she didn't see the start of
it, but she did see them arguing "about the same oId thing"
for a short period during the evening.

Thomas Bennett, former high school classmate of Jeffery Dean
Hendrick and Denise Lynne Jenkins, gave the following testimony:

Thomas Bennett stated that he was happy to be at his
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high school reunion, and was pleased to meet up with his old
friend Jeffery Hendrick, whom he hadn't seen in several
years. Bennett said that the two of them chatted for a while
about o1d times and what was new, when he remembered that
Jeffery had gone into business for himself a few years ago.
"As soon as I asked him about it he became angry and
defensive," testified Bennett. Bennett stated that Hendrick
described a retail sales venture that he had entered into,
but the business never rea11y got off the ground. Hendrick
told Bennett that he lost everything he invested and more; he
was completely broke with a poor credit rating after the
demise of the business. Thomas Bennett said that the more
Jeffery talked about it, the angrier he got. Bennett stated
that Jeffery Hendrick was soon "complaining loudly about a
stupid, crooked business partner he had who stole several
thousand dollars from the business and ultimately caused its
fail-ure." Bennett said that Jeffery was speaking quite
loud1y at this point, and that others could definitely
overhear them. Bennett testified: "When I asked Jeffery if
I wouLd know the person who was his partner, he looked around
and pointed to Ðenise Jenkins. Àt that point, Denise came
over, said hello to me, and coIdly told Jeffery that he was
embarrassing himself and everyone else. Jeffery told her
that his conversations rlere none of her business. Denise
became upset at that point, and there were some harsh words
and name-calIing." Thomas Bennett said that people around
them were becoming embarrassed and started to move away. He
s¡aced that he heard Denise say "I didn't take that damn
money i lost just as much as you! " Bennett testified
that he was becoming quite uncomfortable with the situation,
and as he was trying to move away from the scene he heard
Jeffery Hendrick say "Someday you'11 pay for what you did,
you bitch!" Thomas Bennett said that at that point he and
some others moved to the food table across the room, and that
he didn't see either Jeffery or Denise again until he heard
of the incident in the parkinq Iot.

The defendanL, Denise Lynne Jenkins, was the last to take the
stand:

Denise Lynne Jenkins testified, in response to
questioning, that she was unmarried, had no children, and had
been employed as an assistant manager of a department store
for the last three years. Jenkins testified that she had
been looking forward to attending her high school reunion.
She said that she was in a good mood when she arrived at the
Chester Plains Country Club at around 8:30 p.m. on October
17, 1988. She said that the evening started out pleasantly
and she was having a good time talking and laughing with old
friends. When questioned as to when she first noticed that
Jeffery Dean Hendrick was also in attendance at the party,
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Denise Jenkins stated that she saw him conversing with people
near the buffet table about half an hour after she arrived.
She said: "As soon as I saw him I became uncomfortable.
Then I thought'why should I let him bother me?' i decided
that the best thing to do was ignore him and try to have a
good tine." When asked why she would attend a function where
she knew she may see someone she disliked so much, she
replied: "WeII, I was really looking forward to this party -
seeing old friends and stuff like that. I wanted to go.
Besides, I never thought that Jeffery would be there because
I had heard that he moved to 8.C." Denise Jenkins said that
she was having a good evening until she overheard Jeffery
Hendrick once again complaining about their failed business
and blaming her for its demise. when asked to describe this
business venture in more detail she said: "About five years
ago Jeffery and I decided to into business together. We were
in a couple of marketing courses together and we were both
interested in investing in something vre could run ourselves
so it made sense to pool our money and do it together. We

rented space at a maII and opened a toy store. Business v,as
bad because the economy slumped, and within a year we

couldn't make our payments and we had to shut it down. We

made some bad deals and the business went bankrupt. In
^¡,¡.ir¡^^ ^ l^-^qqs¡urv¡¡, q reryÊ sum of money, around sgventeen thousand
dollars, went unaccounted for. Jeffery blamed me for ruining
the business and taking ihe money. None of it was my fault
and T didn't take that money. If anything it was his fault
because he made a lot of the major decisions." When asked
about her feelings toward Jeffery Hendrick, Denise Jenkins
stated that since the business problem they could no longer
get along and tended to avoid one another. When asked if
they had had any major fights or arguments she said: "Yes,
we sometimes had arguments. I.ie had a big problem and it
never really got resolved so we continued to dislike one
another. He disliked me as much as I disliked him."

I.then questioned about the dispute on the night of the
reunion, Denise Jenkins stated that she approached Jeffery
Hendrick "only in order to ask him to stop slandering me in
front of old friends." "0f course he didn't think he was
doing anything ¡,¡rong, and the whole thing started all over
again. He accused me of the same old things and I argued
back. I realized we were creating a scene but I couldn't
just stand there and let him run me down like that." Denise
Jenkins stated that after about ten minutes of fighting, she
became very angry and embarrassed. She said it was at that
point that she decided to leave the party. She sLaied that
she went out to her van, started the engine, and went to
Leave the country club. i.lhen it was pointed out to her that
two witnesses had testified that they saw her leave the party
approximately five to six minutes before they saw her run
over Jeffery Hendrick, Denise Jenkins stated that she does
noL remember beinq in her van for that lonq. "But I don't
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know, maybe I was. I v¡as very upset," she said. Denise
Jenkins further testified: "llhat happened next is such a
blur. I went to leave the parking lot and Lhe next thing I
knew I r+as sitting in the van vriLh blood dripping down my

face. I hardly remember hitting him. ÀI1 of a sudden he was
in front of me. it r+as as if he walked right in front of my
path." When questioned as to how fast she was driving in the
parking lot she said "I don'L knor¡, not very fast." When
asked why she had been driving so close to the sidewalk area,
Jenkins stated that she just wanted to get out of there and
she really didn't think she was doing anything wrong. "It
t¡as an accident ! " she said.

Michael Wesley McGowen, the lawyer for the defense made his final
summation:

"Members of the jury, we have now reached the
where this case will soon be in your hands. it is
novl summarize the facts of this case for vou.

I want to start out by emphasizing what is probably the
most important rule of our criminal justice system. This is
a rule that you all know about, the rule of reasonable doubt.
If, at the end of your deliberations, you do have a
reasonable doubt about the guilt of this defendant, you must
acquit Denise Lynne Jenkins. I must point out further that
it is not for the accused to raise a doubt. Doubt can and
often is found as a result of the evidence submitted by the
Crown. In my experience, there is more doubt surrounding the
events of the evening of October 17r 1988 than there is in
most criminal court proceedings. Let's review those events.

Denise Jenkins went to her high school reunion. She was
lookinE forward to seeing old friends, renewing old
friendships, and having a good time. She had no idea that
Jeffery Hendrick would be there. In fac!, she thought that
he had moved to another city.

But Jeffery Hendrick was there, and he was behaving in a

loud, rude, hostile, and obnoxious manner. Even his old
friend, Thomas Bennett, renarked that Hendrick was loud and
upset, even bef ore he saw Denise Jenkins. I^?hen Denise
Jenkins tried to reason lrith him, he became even more
abusive. He assaulted her verbally and even threatened her.

0f course Denise Jenkins became upset and embarrassed.
Who wouldn't? But instead of prolonging this confrontation,
she chose a reasonable course of action to defuse the
situation. She decided to leave. She went out to her
vehicle, still upset and embarrassed. Instead of driving in
this condj.tion, she wisely decided to take just a minute or
two to regain her composure, then she started to leave. She
had no way of knowing that Jeffery Hendrick would follow her
out, perhaps seeking to continue his threats and harassment.
Jeffery yelled at her and stepped onto the wet pavement in

J LCr9C

my duty to
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front of her vehicle. It was dark, it had been raining, and
the driveway was slippery. Denise Jenkins was unable to
avoid the angry Hendrick, and a terrible accident occurred.
Because of his orvn hostile actions, Jeffery Hendrick lost his
If!E¡

The fact that Denise Jenkins' van travelled another 300
feet is not an indication that she was trying to get away.
Put yourself in her situation. She was upset, in a state of
shock, and struggling to regain control of her vehicle. it
was dark and rainy. Three hundred feet goes by pretty
quickly under these circumstances. She eventually collided
with a gate and was injured. Still dazed and in a state of
shock she was taken to the hospital. The next day she
learned of the death of Jeffery Hendrick and her l-ife became
a terrible nightmare from which she still hasn't recovered.

It is important for you to know what kind of a person
Denise Jenkins is. She is a hard-working and conscientious
person whose career requires her to handle considerable
responsibility. She has been struggling to recover from her
financial ruin. Tamara 0lson testified that Denise Jenkins
is a nice person who would never do anything to hurt anyone.
She has no record of ever having committed a criminal
offense. This is hardly the picture of a cold-blooded
ki11er.

i believe that, upon reflection about the events of this
tragic evening, upon consideration of the confusing and
unfortunate series of circumstances, that you will conclude
that Denise Jenkins deserves the benefit of reasonable doubt
in this case. It is time for Denise Jenkins to put this
behind her, Lo recover from the turmoil and tragedy of that
evening, and to start rebuilding her life. You can help her
start on this path with a verdict of not quiltv."

John Quincy Harris, the Crown Prosecutor for Nova Scotia, then
made his final summationt

"Members of the jury, I first wish to thank you for your
patience and close attention to the testimony presented
during this trial. It is my duty now to summarize the case
against the defendant, Denise Lynne Jenkins. i will do this
by addressing three issues: first, the defendant's motive to
ki1I the victim; second, the defendant's state of mind on the
night in question; and third, the events that occurred on the
night that Jeffery Hendrick's life was tragically taken from
him.

The testimony presented these past few days has
conclusively established that there r+as a long history of
bitterness and animosity between the defendant and the
victim. An unsuccessful business venture caused them to lose
their savings, and feelings of resentment and hostility
resulted and occasionalLy boiled over into public accusations
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and threats. Denise Jenkins admitted to having hostile
feelings toward Jeffery Hendrick, to being very angry at him,
and to'having no use for him.'There were eveñ threåts of a
lawsuit, something that Denise Jenkins courd avoid if Jefferv
Hendrick were no longer around

Denise Jenkins carried these feelings of hostility and
resentment with her when she went to her high school réunion
on that night in October. The sight and sound of Jeffery
Hendrick revived the bitterness she felt. Tamara 0lson
testified that she behaved in an 'angry' manner. Denise
Jenkins herself admitted that she became angry during her
dispute with Jeffery Hendrick. Instead or ávóiaing Hendrick,
who was obviously upset, she confronted him and made a bad
situation even tvorse. Àccording to witnesses, there were
harsh words and name-ca11ing. Finally, Denise Jenkins reft
the party. In a state of anger she stormed out of the
building, failing even to acknowledge Tamara olson's friendly
vrave. what she did next is perhaps the most incriminating
piece of evidence against her.

Instead of leaving immediately, Denise Lynne Jenkins satin her van, angry and fuming, and waíted until Jeffery
Hendrick came out of the building. I^then he appeared, she
immediately stepped on the gas, ðped toward him, and hit him
with such force that his body was thrown 18 feet to where he
lay wounded and dying on the sidewalk. Gregory Cantor
testified that her vehicle was travelring much-taster than
one would ordinarily drive in a parking lot. The evidence
also suggests that Jeffery Hendrick was hit while sti.Il at
the side of the road, right next to the sidewalk. The clear
indication is that Denise Jenkins gunned the engine of her
van, âimed at Jeffery Hendrick, and struck him down. The
result was that Jeffery Hendrick suffered catastrophic
injuries, and he died that same evenins.

What did Denise Jenkins do after iunninq someone over
with her van? She tried to escape. Instead of stopping to
see if Hendrick was injured, as you would expecL if lhiã toere
really an accident, in the words of Gregory cantor and Tamara
Orson, Denise Jenkins sped off down the drivev¡ay toward the
highway. She would have gotten av¡ay if she hadn't lost
control of her van and smashed into a gate, a full 300 feet
clvtct v .

Consider also Denise Jenkins' subseguent reactions. In
the.hospital she did not seem upset or remorseful. In fact,
during her testimony in this courtrcom she did not express
regret over the death of Jeffery Hendrick. Instead, shesti1l expressed anger and bitterness toward him.

In a few minutes Justice Olford will tell you that, if
you are to reach a verdict of guilty in this case, you must
be convinced beyond a reasonable doubt. i want to stress
that a reasonable doubt is not'no doubt.'We, as humans,
have doubts about nearly everything. The key word here is
'reasonabler' and if you don't have a reasonãble doubt then
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it is your duty to convict the accused according to the
evidence. I think, when you consider all of the evidence
taken together, that a clear picture emerges. A picture of
someone who had long-term hostile feelings toward Jeffery
Hendrick, and who engaged in an angry confrontation with him.
Someone who, instead of leaving the party immediateLy, waited
in her van for him to emerge and then struck him down in cold
blood. Someone who, even noil, seems not to regret her
actions. This is a picLure of quilt. Thank vou."

The presiding judge, Chief Justice 01ford, gave the final
direction to the jury:

"Members of the jury, v¡e are close to the end of this
triaI, and I must now instruct you as to the law applicable
to this case and make some comments upon the evidence.

I am sure that I don't need to remind you that in acting
as a jury you are fulfilling an extremely important function
in our present society. Because, deep rooted in our system
of J.aw, there is the concept that the jury system is
available to all accused persons charged with a crime, should
they so desire. No one shall be convicted of a crime unless
and until a jury of 12 are satisfied beyond a reasonable
doubt that guilt does exist.

It is my duty as Judge to instruct you as to the law,
and in that regard you must accept my instructions and
definitions on the law whether you happen to think that I am
right or not. At the same time, you alone are the sole
judges of the facts in this case, and if during the course of
my forthcoming remarks I should appear to indicate any view
with respect to the facts, and you differ with rny view, it is
not only your right but your duty to follov¡ your or+n
inclinations.

This is also true with respect to the weight that shall
be placed on evidence that you heard and to the acceptability
of the evidence of any witnesses. It is you and you alone
who will determine whether you believe the whole or only
parts of any witness' evidence. Nothing that I say should
influence your assessment of the evidence given by a witness
or the force or reliability that you assign to it.

Now, before I deal with the law which applies to the
particular charge in this case, I should like to outline
certain basic conceptions of the law that are observed in all
criminal cases, no matter what the charge might be.

The first of those principles is that every accused
person is presumed to be innocent until the evidence
presented by the Crown satisfies a jury beyond a reasonable
doubt that the accused is guilty. The second is that the
onus of proof rests upon the Crown from the beginning to the
end of the case, and by that I mean that it is their
resoonsibilitv to orove that the defendant is quiLtv. If the
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reasonable doubt, then they have failed and the accused
should then be acquitted.

Now, coming to the more particular lar¡ that deals with
this case, we find we start off with a charge against Lhe
accused, Denise Lynne Jenkins. It is charged that she, on or
about the 17th day of October'1988, at the City of Halifax,
did unlawfully ki11 and slay Jeffery Dean Hendrick, thereby
committing second-degree murder contrary to the provisions of
the Criminal Code.

Murder is defined by the Criminal Code, Section 212 and,
so far as it is relevant to this case, that Section says
this: Culpable homicide is murder in cases where the person
who causes the death of a human being: ('1) means to cause
his death, or (2) means to cause him bodily harm that he
knows is likely to cause his death and is reckless, whether
death ensues or not. In this case the charge is second-
degree murder. First-degree murder is that which is planned
and premeditated. Second-degree murder is that which is not
premeditated. Denise Lynne Jenkins is charged with second-
degree murder.

In order to make your decision in this case, you must
make some judgments about the circumstances surrounding
Jeffery Hendrick's death. Included in your judgements will
be: the possible motive that the defendant had for her
actions; the state of mind of the defendant on the night in
question; evidence from various eyewitnesses as to the manner
in which events unfolded; the testimony of the law-
enforcement officers as to the events at the scene and
statements made by the eyewitnesses and by the defendant; and
finaLly, the testimony of the defendant.

Final1y, I will outline the options you have when
arriving at a verdict:

You may find Ms. Jenkins guilty of second-degree murder.
She is guilty of second-degree murder if, in your opinion,
she caused the death of Mr. Hendrick in either of the
following circumstances: (a.) she meant to cause the death
of Jeffery Dean Hendrick, or (b.) she meant to cause bodil-y
harm that she ought to have known was likely to cause che
death of Mr. Hendrick, even if she didn't intend to cause his
death. Second-degree murder is different from first-degree
murder in that first-degree murder is planned and deliberate,
second-degree murder is not.

You may find Ms. Jenkins guilty of the lesser charge of
manslaughter. The charge of murder may be reduced to
manslaughter if the person who committed it did so in the
heat of passion caused by sudden provocation. 1"1s. Jenkins is
^..i1r., ^f ---^l-yu¡rLJ vÀ ¡,ro¡¡r¿oughter and not murder if , in your opinion,
Jeffery Dean Hendrick provoked Ms. Jenkins in a manner which
was sufficient to cause her to lose her self-control, and if
Ms. Jenkins acted suddenly and before there was time for her
passion to cool.

63
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You may find Ms. Jenkins guilty of the lesser charge of
criminal negligence. Denise Jenkins is guilty of causing
death by criminal negligence if, in your opinion, she caused
the death of Jeffery Dean Hendrick by acting in a manner
which showed a wanton or reckless disregard for the life and
safety of Mr. Hendrick.

You may find Ms. Jenkins guilty of the lesser charge of
aggravated assault. À person conmits assault when he or she
appJ-ies force intentionally to that other person. Aggravated
assault is assault in which a person wounds, maims,
disfigures, or endangers the life of another person. Ms.
Jenkins is guilty of aggravated assault if, in your opinion,
she was responsible for causing the death of Jeffery Dean
Hendrick, but did not do so in a manner which warrants any of
the other three more serious verdicts, murder, manslaughter,
or criminal negligence.

Finally, you may find Ms. Jenkins not guilty. The
defendant is not guilty if the Crown has failed to establish
her guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. In other words, Denise
Jenkins is not guilty if her actions have not been proven to
be in accordance with those required by the definitions of
second-degree murder, manslaughter, criminal negligence
causing death, or aggravated assault.

I don't think I am going to say anything further to you.
It is tine for you to retire to consider your verdict."



The trial is over. It is now time for you, as a juror in this
case, Lo reach a verdict regarding the guilt or innocence of the
defendant, Denise Lynne Jenkins. You have a number of different
verdicts you could reach, from guilty of second-degree murder, to
guilty of a lesser charge, to innocent. tisted below is a
Verdict-Guidelines Summary which details the specific 1ega1
criteria for each of the possible verdicts: guilty of second-
degree murder; guilty of manslaughter; guilty of criminal
negligence causing death; guilty of aggravated assault; and not
guilty. Please note that the verdicts are listed in DESCENDING
order of severity (for example, manslaughter is a "lesser" charge
than second-degree murder; criminal negligence is a "1esser"
charge than manslaughter; etc.). 0n the next page you will be
asked to indicate which verdict vou have reached in this case.

Verdict-Guidel ines Summary

1. ) cuILTy oF SECoND-DEGREE MURDER. The defendant is guilty of
second-degree murder if s/he meant to cause the death of the
victim OR meant to cause bodily harm that s/he ought to have knovrn
was likely to cause the death of the victim (even if s/he didn't
intend to cause the death of the victim). Second-deqree murder is
murder that is not planned or premeditated.

2.) GUITTY oF MANSTAUGHTER. Manslaughter is murder commited in
the "heat of passion" iF the victim provoked the defendant in a
manner which was sufficient to cause him/her to lose self-control
ÀND if the defendant acted before there was time for his/her
passion to cool.

3.) GUILTY OF CRTMINAL NEGTIGENCE CAUSTNG DEATH. ThE dCfENdANT iS
guilty of causing death by criminal negligence if s/he caused the
death of the victim by acting in a manner which showed a "wanton
or reckless disregard" for the life and safety of the victim.

4.) cuILTy 0F ÀccRAvÀÎED ÀSSAULT. The defendant is guilty of
aggravated assault if s/he was responsible for causing the death
of the victim, but did so in a manner which does not warrant
conviction on any of the above more serious charqes.

5.) NOT GUILTY

Appendix B

Verdict Measure
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Please indicate below which verdict you have reached in the case
of Nova Scotia vs. Denise Lynne Jenkins. Please D0 NOT refer back
to the court transcript in order to make your decision. Indicate
your verdict by circling one of the following options:

1

3

+

5

Guilty of Second-Degree Murder

Guilty of Manslaughter

Guilty of Criminal Negligence Causing Death

Guilty of Aggravated Assault

Not Guiltv



Noll suppose that you are the judge in this case and that the jury'
having èonsidered the same evidence that you have just read, found
the defendant, Denise Lynne Jenkins, GUITTY 0F MANSTÀUGHTER. You

must novr sentence the defendant. Your sentence for the defendant
may vary from no time in prison (probation only) to zs years in
prison -(maximum prison term). As the judge, you must carefully
óonsider your or+n opinions about the facts of the case when you
assign a ãentence. You can assign any sentence that you feel is
most appropriate from 0 to 25 years. Àny number of years.within
this rãñge is a possible sentence for the defendant. Indicate
below what your sentence would be, from 0 to 25 years.

My sentence for the defendant, Denise tynne Jenkins, would be

Appendix C

Sentencinq Measure

years.
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Now you rvill answer some questions, from the perspective of a
juror, that are relevant to the judicial deliberation process.
For each question, please circle a number on the scale (from 1 to
7\ that best reflects your answer.

To what extent did concern for
being of the defendant, Denise
decision?

Àppendix D

Paternalism Measures

-^! ^! ^ 1I
iluL clL dr.t

To what extent did concern for the physical and emotional well-
being of the defendant affect your sentencinq decision?

not at all

How responsible do you think
for the death of the Jefferv

the physical and
Jenkins, affect

not at all
respons ible

bö

very much

To what extent did concern
vour verdict decision?

emot i ona I wel- 1-
vour verdict

not at all

r¡orrr mrrnh

the defendant,
Henorick?

To what extent did concern
your sentencinq decision?

not at all

rrorrr mrrnh

responsible

for the family of

Denise Jenkins, r+as

very much

for the family of

the defendant affect

very much

the defendant affect



To what extent do you
Jenkins, on the night

impuls i ve
and

unplanned

Ànnondi v E

impulsivitv Measure

think the actions of the
of the i nc ident þ,ere :

premeditated
-^¡Õllu

nl:nncÄ

defendant, Denise
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To what extent
the defendant,

Appendix F

Beliefs About Future Criminalitv Measures

not at all

How likely do you think it
crime of a similar nature

do you think a prison sentence
Denise Jenkins, and would help

not at aIl Iikely

is that the defendant will commit a

in the future?

very much

would be good for
to rehabilitate her?

70

very likely



How dangerous do you
family, friends, and

nar ^! ^l I
I¡UL OL O¿J

dangerous

Danqer and Fear Measures

if you, or someone
the defendant, how

not at all fearful

Appendix G

think the defendant, Denise Jenkins,
the public at large?

close to you, were to come into contact with
fearful would you be?

very
dan gerous
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is to

very fearful



How responsible
was for his own

not at all
responsible

Ànnpndi x H

Perceotions of the Victim

To what extent do you think the actj.ons of the
Hendrick, on the night of the incident provoked
actions of the defendant. Denise Jenkins?

do you think that the deceased,
death?

not at all

To what extent do you think that
deserved his fate?

did not at all
deserve what

h¡ nnon crì

completely responsible

Jef f ery Hendri.ck ,

t¿

very much

the deceased, Jeffery Hendrick,

deceased, Jeffery
or caused the

rrarrr mrr¡h

deserved what
happened



Are there any other factors that were not mentioned in the
previous questions that influenced your verdict and/or sentencing
decisions? If so, please describe them in the space below.
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Do you have any
+hi e cl-rrär¡?e esJ

Appendix J

Suspicion Check

questions or comments about

In your own words,
study.

state what vou believe

your experlence 1n

I.ias there anything about the
or seemed unusual to vou?

t+

is the purpose of this

râcêã ra h rlrl.laêõltrÊ that puzzled you



Hello. My name is Shannon -- thanks for coming in. The purpose
of the study you will be participating in today is to look at
factors that play a role in jury decisions. Às participants in
this studyr you will be role-playing as jury members. There is an
introduction sheet on your desk that wilÌ explain the study in
greater detail; pLease read ít carefully, and then I will answer
any questions that you might have.

Àny questions??

You have been randomly assigned to the'alone'condition, and this
means that you will each work alone to reach a decisíon in this
case. You will start by reading a transcript of the trial, which
you can find in the envelope marked "Transcript." P1ease read it
quickly BUT carefully. When you have finished reading, please put
the transcript back in its envelope and open the envelope marked
"Decision." In this envelope you will find some forms on which
you will indicate your verdict and some other decisions.

When you nake your decision regarding the guilt and sentencing of
the defendant in this case, rre are interested in your initial or
'gut' reaction. This is the initial decision or impression that
you would have taken with you to deliberate with the rest of the
jury if you had been assigned to the 'group' condition.

Please remember as you read the transcript: Do Not take notes; Do
Not make any marks on the transcript, and Do Not go back and read
over any section once you have finished reading it once.

Remember, when you have finished reading the transcript place it
back in its enveJ.ope and open the envelope marked "Decision."
PIease cornplete the questions on these forms in order, and please
answer every question. When you open the "Decision" enveloper you
will find a Verdict-Guidelines Summary to help you answer the
first question. This is the only information you can refer back
ln

Once you have finished answering all of ihe questions, please
place the pages back in the "l)ecision" envelope, and leave al1 of
the matería1s on the desk. Before you leave, come see me and I
will stamp your experimental credit card.

Any Questions??

Please open the envelope marked "Transcript" and begin reading.

ExDerimenler's Script
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The purpose of this experiment is to study several factors
that affect jury decisions, such as the size and composition of
the jury, and the type of decision required (majority vs.
unanimous). Participants in this study will role-play as jurors.
In some experimental sessions participants will deliberate in
groups, while in other sessions participants will make their
decisions alone. I,ie will then compare the decisions made by
groups to those made by individuals. The experimenter will tell
you after you have read this introduction whether you have been
randomly assigned to the "group" or "a1one" condition.

Às a participant in this studyr you will read a transcript of
an actual trial which was randomly selected from ¡he non-capital
murder trials which took place in Nova Scotia in the period
between January and December 1988. The trial took place in the
Supreme Court of Nova Scotia in the city of Halifax.

This transcript is an edited and sunmarized version of the
trial. it includes all of the key witnesses and key testimony.
Your role in this experiment is to act as a juror in this case and
to reach a verdict and make a recommendation about a sentence (it
any). You will also be asked to answer some other questions that
are relevant to the judicial deliberation process.

Under Canadian Law, jurors are not permitted to take notes
during the trial and must rely on their memories. Therefore,
please do not make notes and do not go back over a section of the
transcript after having done so once.

You are a juror in the case of the Province of Nova Scoiia
vs. Denise Lynne Jenkins for the next 50 minutes. If you have any
questions, please ask the experimenter now. In accordance with
the Depariment of PsychoJ.ogy regulations, remember that you are
free to decline to participate in this study at any time.
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During the 1991/92 school year you participated in an
experiment called Granboro. In that experiment you acted as a

"juror" and read a transcript of a murder trial. We want to thank
you for taking the time to participate in this research. At this
time we want to tell you a little bit about the purpose and
anticipated results of this experiment.

Thc nrrrnose of this studv t+as to diScover whether the
treatment of a defendant in a murder case would differ depending
on the sex of the defendant, the sex of the victim, and/or the sex
of the juror. Each participant in this study read one of four
different transcripts. The four transcripts differed only in
terms of sex of the defendant and sex of the victim (male
defendant/male victim, male defendant/female victim, female
defendant/male victim, female defendant/female victim).

Based on previous research in this area, it was hypothesized
that female defendants would receive lesser verdicts and shorter
sentences than male defendants, and that defendants who killed a

male would receive lesser verdicts and shorter sentences than
defendants who killed a female. Specifically, male defendants who
killed a female were expected to receive the harshest treatment,
whereas female defendants who killed a male v¡ere expected to
receive the most lenient treatment. The data are currently being
analyzed to test these hypotheses.

Às a participant in this study, you also answered sorne oLher
questions about the case after you made your verdict and
sentencing decisions. These questions will allow us to assess the
role that perceptions of the defendant and the victim play in
influencing court trial outcomes.

You may remember that you were told that the purpose of this
study was to study size and composition of juries, as well as the
type of decision required (i.e., majority vs. unanimous). You
were told that there v¡ere two differenL conditions: "alone" or
"group" conditions which were randomly chosen. It was necessary
to misinform you about the purpose of this experiment because if
participants were avrare that v¡e were studying the effects of sex
of defendant and victim on treatment of a defendant, their
responses to the transcripts might have been affected by social
desirability, i.e. by the desire to give a response that "looks
^^^¡ 

ll

In conclusion, we would like to thank you once again for
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agreeing to participate in this experiment and for allowing us to
use your data. We would also like to remind you that your data
will be held in the strictest of confidence and that your
responses will only be used as part of the aggregate; you will
never be personally identified as having participated in this
experiment. Any questions you have will gladly be answered by Dr.
G. Sande (office P507 Duff Roblin building), or Shannon Koshelanyk
| ..r ! . r .. \totrrce Prr rv uutr Hoþlrn Dull0rnq/.

Shannon Koshelanyk
Dr. G. Sande
Department of Psychology


